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Research Abstract 

This project investigates moral stance-taking in the (post-) Soviet “national game,” the Club of the 
Cheerful and Clever (Klub Veselykh i Nakhodshivykh, or KVN). I use participant observation, 
interviewing, and analysis of live competitions to trace moral evaluations in this activity, focusing on 
two cities: Irkutsk, Russia and Odessa, Ukraine. Hundreds of thousands of primary school students, 
university students, and young professionals across the former Soviet bloc play this improv-cum-skit 
game—either casually, as in end-of- year school performances, or in competitive leagues, just as youth 
in the United States compete at soccer tournaments. During the Soviet era the Club of the Cheerful and 
Clever formed a piece of the massive Soviet project to change the way people behaved. My hypothesis 
is that it worked; that is, that KVN’s Soviet-marked forms of sociality maintain socialist moral 
cosmologies, not just comedic tradition. This is what Soviet ideologues hoped for when they created the 
game, after all. But the activity no longer operates under the same sociopolitical constraints and 
incentives that it did in the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s. And, with the break-up of the USSR, it is now an 
international game. Thus, the funding sources, political pressures, and hegemonic cultures of individual 
countries shape the content, practice, and reception of performances. My central question asks: how 
are Soviet moral frameworks differently invoked in Club of the Cheerful and Clever games in Russia 
and Ukraine, countries with much in common, once politically united, but now coping with significant 
conflict? This Soviet-era institution offers a lens through which to examine moral stance-taking in two 
countries where the “same” tradition indexes different narratives of belonging, exclusion, nation, and 
personhood.  

Research Goals 

 My main research goal was to gather information that would allow me to assess how moral 
stance-taking in KVN varies in different sociopolitical environments, especially in regards to Soviet-
marked moral frameworks. In order to assess this, I sought to collect four categories of data: (1) moral 
appraisals in KVN clubs; (2) moral appraisals within KVN skits; (3) moral appraisals in everyday life; 
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and (4) contextual and historical information. I aimed to conduct interviews (with KVNchiki and 
others), shadow KVN teams, attend performances, and read archival materials about the local history of 
KVN in Irkutsk and Odessa. I also wanted to discover aspects of KVN experience that cannot be 
understood remotely. What does the atmosphere of a game feel like? How do competitors prepare? 
How do people train elementary school children to write jokes? Why do people enjoy KVN? How 
much does it cost to participate in this game, and what funding sources are available? How does 
censorship, both official and unspoken, affect the kinds of jokes people tell? Is KVN a truly popular 
game, like American football, or is it more of a niche activity, like playing the video game Minecraft? 
How do today’s youth make sense of their participation in this Soviet activity? 
 Over the course of my nine months of research, I found answers to these questions and more, 
being fortunate enough to attend not only KVN games but rehearsals and “editing sessions,” as well. 
While not an explicit pre-field research goal, I had hoped to build relationships with those I met in 
Irkutsk and Odessa. Luckily, I expect to maintain contact with a number of people in both cities. 

Research Activities   

 During my three months in Irkutsk and six months in Odessa, I conducted interviews, 
shadowed teams, attended KVN performances, performed historical research, and engaged in 
participant observation. I also sat in on a type of interaction that I had not anticipated—“editing 
sessions” (redaktura). During editing sessions teams present their proposed material to one or several 
editors, who act as both coaches and censors for teams. Each league has its own editor or set of editors. 
Irkutsk State Polytechnic University, for instance, has one editor. Televised League of Laughter 
competitions have three editors. Teams vet material at least two and as many as ten times before a 
competition, often meeting with editors every day for an hour or more. I was able to attend seven 
editing sessions, including two ten-day sessions lasting over fourteen hours each day. Teams and editors 
allowed me to audio-record some of these. At others I simply took notes. What follows is a summary of 
the types of materials I collected in Irkutsk and Odessa, by type, during this research trip. 

Interviews 

 I conducted fifty-five interviews over the course of the nine-month research period, including 
seven group sessions with teams. Most of the interviews were with people who currently compete in 
KVN or used to. However, I also spoke with community members who are not involved in KVN to get a 
sense of how they perceive the game and, often, to document life history information. Ages of 
interviewees spanned from eighteen to eighty years old. 

Team comedy competitions 

- KVN (and League of Laughter) games attended 

 Russia: 14 

 Ukraine: 19 (4 League of Laughter, 15 KVN) 

- Places where I observed games 
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 Russia: Irkutsk, Krasnoyarsk, Moscow, and Moscow suburbs (Chekhov) 
  
 Ukraine: Odessa, Kharkov, Rivne 

- Other events 

 I also attended two try-out sessions in Irkutsk, one student skit performance at Irkutsk State 
University, stand-up comedy performances in both Irkutsk and Odessa, and various student 
performance events at Odessa National University and Odessa National Economics University. 

Historical research 

 In Irkutsk I researched the local history of KVN via interviews with those who had participated 
in the 1960s and 1970s and by reading the records of the Komsomol (Communist Youth League), which 
organized KVN, for the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s. In Odessa, where KVN as a student-run activity 
began, I conducted more oral history interviews. Rather than searching the archives, in Odessa I read 
personal memoirs of KVN participants from the 1960s. 

Participant observation 

 I attended KVN games, team rehearsals, editing sessions (when permitted), and even served as a 
sound technician on two occasions. The sound technician plays music and sound effects while the 
KVNchiki are onstage. I also competed in one open mic stand-up competition in Odessa, earning a 
spot as one of four finalists.  
 One of the events I attended, the League of Laughter Festival in Odessa in February 2017, was 
an eight-day tournament rather than a single game. One hundred and seventy-two teams from across 
Ukraine came to Odessa to try to earn one of fourteen spots in the televised League of Laughter season. 
Competition started at 9:00 a.m., and teams performed almost continually until the evening. At eight or 
nine o’clock other activities would begin at a nearby nightclub (which had been reserved for the week). 
One night featured a singing competition. On another there was a jokes contest. A trivia game was the 
highlight of another evening. Drinking, dancing, eating, and socializing went on until 2:00 a.m. The 
festival served as a special, intense period of participant observation for me, as I saw hundreds of teams 
perform and met hundreds of student comedians. I shared the stress of competition (as a team’s sound 
operator), laughed in the auditorium with the rest of the competitors, and stayed up with them, many 
nights, until the club closed. 

Important Research Findings 

 The most important findings of this research were that (1) KVN is an extremely popular youth 
activity in both Russia and Ukraine; (2) that the political and economic climates of both countries 
shape how KVN is played; and (3) that KVN is still institutionally, culturally, and discursively linked to 
Soviet systems of value as well as performance traditions. 
 The Ukrainian students in the picture below are competing in an agitbrigade—or agitational 
brigade—contest. Agitbrigades date back to the 1920s in the Soviet Union, when young activists took to 
staging skits to highlight a social or political issue. Volunteers also introduced the format to schools, 
where children learned to write entertaining skits that drove home a wider moral point. This team 
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competed in a 2016 contest in Odessa with the theme, “Youth choose health.” The emcee introduced 
members of the agitbrigade team “Crystal” with these words, “The members of this team are always 
active, positive, clever, and intelligent.” The team themselves chanted the following rhyming couplet to 
the audience, “There’s nothing in life you cannot become / if you live as purely as crystal.”  The y 1

continued, “Life—yes! Death—no! Sport—yes! Nicotine—no! Health—yes! Alcohol—no! Kindness—
yes! Drugs—no!”   

  The Soviet tradition of agitbrigades remains in full force among Ukrainian school children even 
though Ukraine banned public expression of Soviet symbols in March 2015. Remaining Soviet statues 
have been pulled down, and people have been warned against singing the Soviet anthem, for instance, 
in any broadcast format. Agitbrigades no longer preach Soviet propaganda. But students still write skits 
with social messages, just as they did fifty years ago. Agitbrigades, thus, continue a tradition that was 
created to teach children how to become model Soviet citizens. Performances usually include skits, 
songs, dancing, and rhymes. In this respect it is not unlike the Club of the Cheerful and Clever (Klub 
Veselykh i Nakhodchivykh, or KVN, which largely surpassed the agibriages in popularity in the 1960s. 
Nonetheless, KVN built on the pre-existing amateur theater infrastructure of the agitbrigades as it 
spread across the Soviet Union. Unlike agitbrigade performances, KVN games do not mandate the 
topics teams address. And, as a humor contest, youth often used the KVN stage to satirize Soviet power 
rather than glorify it. People drew in competitors and audiences because it provided a rare opportunity, 
under a regime of strict censorship, to critique their society. 
 And KVN remains popular, today. Hundreds of thousands of primary school students, university 
students, and young professionals across the former Soviet bloc play this improv and skit game—either 
casually, as in end-of-year school performances, or in competitive leagues, just as youth in the United 
States compete at soccer tournaments. During the Soviet era KVN formed a piece of the massive Soviet 
project to change the way people behaved. My hypothesis is that it worked; that is, that the game’s 
Soviet-marked forms of sociality maintain socialist moral cosmologies, not just comedic tradition.  
 But the activity no longer operates under the same sociopolitical constraints and incentives that 
it did in the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s. And, with the break-up of the USSR, it is now an international 
game. Thus, the funding sources, political pressures, and hegemonic cultures of individual countries 

 “Кем бы жизнь ты не стал, всегда быть чистым как кристалл!” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dg__fAIEMOc 1
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shape local practice. Differences between content in Russia and in Ukraine are particularly striking. I 
draw on data from participant observation, interviews, and analysis of live KVN competitions to trace 
moral orientations in this activity, focusing on two cities: Irkutsk, Russia and Odessa, Ukraine. This 
game, designed by Soviet ideologues, has outlived the Soviet Union by almost thirty years. It evolved 
into something they never intended, though, and it sustains Soviet values in ways they could have never 
predicted.  

Background 

 KVN became a grassroots community activity—played by millions—in the 1960s. The Soviets 
promoted the activity through Communist youth cells because they deemed it a wholesome way for 
students to spend time. But the game’s popularity rocketed because, under the USSR’s system of strict 
censorship, comedy allowed young people to voice opinions not permitted in other fora. They made 
fun of local bureaucrats. They mocked socialist production standards. A daring young competitor in  
Irkutsk, Russia even included some jokes about religion in the late 1960s, implying that perhaps the 
Church would, in the end, triumph over the State. “They almost put us in prison for that,” he said.  2

KVNchiki played on the edge of the ideologically acceptable, often tumbling over. For this reason, the 
government cancelled KVN television broadcasts in 1972. But the game continued in university and 
city leagues. Schoolchildren in the 1970s and 1980s played KVN at summer camps and end-of-year 
recitals, as well. The KVN tradition never stopped, even though it did not return to TV screens until 
perestroika in 1986. 

 A typical competition in Irkutsk, Russia in December 2016 featured no television cameras. 
Nearly 2,000 people packed the auditorium of Irkutsk National Research Technical University for the 
Baikal League Finals. Upbeat, bass-heavy music played as seven teams took the stage. Spectators 
clapped and cheered. After introducing the night’s competitors, the emcee kicked things off with the 
Russian version of “break a leg”: “Neither fluff nor feathers!” KVNchiki in Ukraine, on the other side of 
the border, say exactly the same thing before games, often to the same theme music, usually in front of 
a big banner emblazoned with the letters “KVN.”   

 Aleksei (name changed), interview with Bella Ostromooukhova, May 2006.2
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 But if teams play KVN in much the same way in both Russia and Ukraine, they write skits for 
local audiences. To be funny, one competitor told me, a joke must be relevant and unexpected. For 
instance, shortly after a Communist Party candidate beat the favored United Russia Party contender in 
gubernatorial elections, Irkutsk State University students staged a skit which highlighted the event. 
During a T-shirt fashion show, a young man walked out in a United Russia shirt. “This is the T-shirt of 
United Russia,” the emcee said. “It’s already been in fashion for thirteen years. But in Irkutsk, the trends 
have changed.” The young model then lifted up his United Russia shirt to reveal the hammer and sickle 
on a dramatic red background. 
 Local themes draw the most laughs in Odessa, too. Shortly after the vKontakte ban, a KVN team 
in the Odessa Mayor’s Cup mimed stealthily sneaking up to the Russian border, placing first a toe, then 
an entire foot on the other side. As he leaned over the invisible boundary, a volley of vKontakte’s 
familiar “new message” pings filled the auditorium. It was a raw subject that day, when thousands of 
young people had signed a petition asking the president to unblock vKontakte (by mid-June over 
25,000 Ukrainians had signed). It was also topical, though. And because the joke mocked President 
Poroshenko’s official policy during a time of war, the edgy punchline caught the audience a little off-
guard. 
 During my time in Irkutsk and Odessa I learned a lot about the relationship between the Soviet 
state and the role of young comedians in creating subversive content. I learned about the ways the 
serious conflict in Ukraine gets dealt with through humor. I learned about how KVNchiki in Irkutsk 
work to create joyful atmospheres when many of them do not get enough to eat. I learned about the 
structural, economic factors that affect how the game is played in Russia and Ukraine. But the main 
goal of my research was to examine the ways in which KVN, as an institution, is in dialogue with Soviet 
moral frameworks. I will examine how KVN promotes three Soviet-marked values in the discussion 
below: culturedness (kulturnost’), the collective good, and joyfulness. 
   
Kulturnost 

 People still idealize KVNshiki as role models under a deeply Soviet rubric of correct behavior. 
Players exhibit kulturnost (“culturedness”), a trait Soviets tried to instill using advertising campaigns, 
reading groups, and even “Are You a Cultured Person?” quizzes in periodicals. Vladimir Volkov 
describes kulturnost this way: “A cultured person must have a broad cultural horizon…and a cultured 
inner world” (Volkov 2000). KVNchiki are sharp, well-versed in literature, keep up with current events, 
are excellent students, and can often sing and dance, too. Just participating in KVN requires a base 
level of creativity and intelligence. It’s hard to write jokes if you don’t read the newspapers. 
 It takes a lot of work to compete in KVN. In Odessa, for instance, teams met with a coach every 
day for eight days preceding Odessa National University’s semifinal match. Teams would present what 
they had revised or written since the last meeting, the coach would often axe at least half of it, and the 
team was expected to spend the next twenty-four hours writing new material. Few KVNchiki went to 
classes during this time. Their sole focus was KVN. This is something that the university systems in 
Ukraine and Russia allow; it would be much more difficult to miss a week of classes in the United 
States and succeed in the course. But it it also indicates how much motivation students have to put 
work into this activity. Few sleep much during the week leading up to a big game, either.  
 They do this, I argue, because KVN transformed the art of being clever into something not only 
admirable, like winning chess tournaments, but something cool. Success in KVN carries social capital, 
even today—like being a football quarterback in the United States. In this way, KVN reinforces Soviet 
ideas about the social value of education, erudition, creativity, and kulturnost—and the role these play 
in the formation of the self—that crosscut class boundaries. That said, young people now more often 
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narrate the importance of these traits in terms of self-fulfillment (as in, “I play KVN for a creative outlet”) 
rather than Soviet rhetoric. But if the ideological justifications for maintaining a Soviet-inflected moral 
framework have changed, important aspects of the content have not.  

The collective 

 There is nothing intrinsic to acting or improv that promotes orientation towards the collective. 
However, the norms and participation framework of KVN do encourage this outlook. KVN promotes a 
collective, rather than individual, view of social relations in three respects. First, the game itself is 
played in teams of three to fourteen. As distinct from open mic nights or stand-up comedy, KVN is a 
group activity. “I played KVN to socialize,” a 27-year-old team coach in Irkutsk told me. “It is fun to be 
in a collective (v kollektive),” said Evgenii, an Irkutsk law student (interview with author, October 21, 
2016). Further, whether or not it is uniformly true, people stereotype KVNchiki as model youth: smart, 
funny, talented, well-read, and civic-minded. Vlatan argues that KVN participants are more willing than 
other students to do volunteer work, claiming, “For any kind of good work, for example, community 
service (subbotniki), it is much easier to gather KVNchiki than ordinary school children or university 
students” (Vlatan 2010, 11). KVN, as an activity and institution, keeps Soviet values in circulation 
because each practice session and each performance references a moral cosmology that privileges wit, 
intelligence, and education—in and for the collective. 
 Nikita Khrushchev helped to explicitly define this cosmology in the 1961 22nd Party Congress, 
which introduced the Moral Code of the Builders of Communism. These tenets outlined the model 
Soviet citizen, advocating “love of the motherland; conscientious labor for the good of society; a high 
sense of public duty; collectivism and comradely mutual assistance; moral purity, modesty, and 
unpretentiousness in social and private life…” (cited in McNally 1971, 47). KVNshiki earn respect in 
communities because people regard them as upholding these values—and being intelligent, to boot. 
Irkutsk Journalist Elena Vlatan argues that, “KVN is a conduit of a particular worldview, one which  
promotes helping out, supporting people, and being easy-going” (2010, 11).  It isn’t joke contests, in 3

 “А еще КВН формирует особое мировозрение носители которого всегда придут на помочь, 3

поддержат и будут легки на подъем.”
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themselves, that transmit this worldview. It is, rather, community expectations of how KVNshiki should 
act and the types of values they should uphold. 

  Yulia, a university student from Kharkov, Ukraine described KVN as not only fun, but addictive. 
“KVN is a game,” she said, “And it’s a way of life. It’s socializing, it’s a party, and it’s about meeting new 
people. And if you try KVN once—that’s it. It’s like a drug…It’s impossible to kick the habit” (KVN 
Kharkov 2016). People like the community “style” of KVN. Here, humor is not an end point but a route 
to achieving an emotional high, in a group setting. Nikita, a member of an Odessa KVN team, similarly 
said, “When you say something and the audience blows up…it just takes away all the meanness, all the 
fatigue” (interview with author, March 23, 2017). 
 Even though Yulia and Nikita are too young to have even lived under the Soviet regime, they 
participate in a tradition that re-entrenches elements of the Soviet moral code. Building community—
battling anomie—was an explicitly Soviet value.  

Joyfulness 
  
 A KVN in coach in Irkutsk went a step further, telling Nikita’s team that their task, as KVNchiki, 
was to make people in the audience happy—or, at least, happier. He said,  

 No audience member should leave empty-handed. They have to leave with some kind of joke, 
 amusing song, something…they have to take something home with them. That’s our task. 
 Maybe someone had a hard day at work, he comes home, but instead of fighting with his wife, 
 he tells her about the jokes he heard in KVN (interview with author, March 23, 2017). 

 Unlike simple sketch comedy or joke-telling, KVN performances are about creating joyfulness 
among audience members rather than humor as such. Competitors design the rhythm of joke telling, 
the formats of skits, and joke topics themselves around the goal of manufacturing emotional and 
intellectual highs in the performance space. A competitor could always violate the norms, telling dirty 
jokes or trashing Putin, but it would seem as inappropriate as peddling stolen watches during a church 
service. It’s just not done. Maybe in stand-up, but KVN is not the place. KVN is jolly, it’s wholesome, it’s 
intellectual. It’s warm. At its best, it is emotional. KVN competitors revalidate these expectations, judges 
reward them for doing so, spectators flock to watch it, and millions view performances on the internet. 
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People that attend KVN games share presuppositions about what it is, was, and should be.  They also 
share a Soviet-inflected knowledge base that allows them to appreciate jokes. 

Soviet references 

 That said, Soviet references get dealt with very differently in Russia and Ukraine. In the spring 
of 2014, KVN’s televised Top League aired a skit about the first Soviet breakdance. It featured men with 
handlebar mustaches and bright leisure suits skipping around in a circle. But if the Soviet breakdance 
clip treats the past as harmless kitsch, in Ukraine KVNchiki put Soviet references to different purposes. 
They cite Soviet films, especially children's cartoons, because everyone in the audience shares 
knowledge of them. When skits depict the USSR itself, though, it is with mild mockery at best. For 
instance, the team Minipunks poked fun at their parents' generation during a 2017 game. They brought 
some middle-aged actors on stage, introducing them as “Minipunks born in the 1950s.” They staged a 
skit set in a Soviet store playing the Beatle's Yesterday. 

  
 Customer:  Hello, do you have sausages? 
 Merchant:  This is a Soviet store. We have a fantastic selection of sausages. 
 Customer:   Do you have Doktorskaya sausages? 
 Merchant:   No. 
 Customer:   Do you have salami? 
 Merchant:   No. 
 Customer:   Do you have smoked sausages? 
 Merchant:   Also no. 
 Customer:  You said you had a fantastic selection of sausages! 
 Merchant:  What, picking out sausages while listening to the Beatles isn't fantastic? 

   
 There is an element of nostalgic indulgence in this skit. Parents and grandparents in the 
audience can reminisce about small victories, in the 1960s and 70s, obtaining bootleg Beatles albums. 
Overall, though, the Minipunks cast the Soviet past as a joke. In a more extreme example, a skit staged 
in Odessa featured a Ukrainian nationalist shooting someone who asked for directions to the “Lenin 
Monument.” The shotgun blast was the punchline, and the audience laughed as the Soviet sympathizer, 
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apparently, perished off-stage. In Ukraine, when the Soviet past makes an appearance it is as the past, 
not as a framework—political, ideological, or moral—that organizes the present. 
 Ukrainians might have excised public display of Soviet symbols. But Soviet practices like KVN 
endure. Despite the pull of computer games, business training courses, and even part-time work, youth 
pour effort into humor competitions. They do this because kulturnost, the collective good, and 
joyfulness still mean something, and KVN both reflects and is a product of these moral priorities. 

                                      Lenin statue transformed into Darth Vader, Odessa, Ukraine  4

Policy Implications 

 In March 2017 a NATO Strategic Communications publication, StratCom Laughs, described 
KVN as a tool of Russian information warfare. Among competitors themselves, this assessment spurred
—what else?—laughter, ridicule, and a bevy of jokes, memes, and online “confessions.” A young man 
from St. Petersburg posted on Instagram, “Well, they have exposed us…we are agents. Yes, agents of 
humor. And we are going to destroy Western civilization with our sense of humor. It’s always been like 
that, and it will always be like that.”  The hashtags #KVNagents and #theyvediscoveredus 5

(#агентыКВН and #насраскрыли) circulated on social media for weeks. The report’s strictly 
televisual data set also led to errors about the structure and history of the game that shock ordinary 
“KVNchiki” (as KVN competitors are called). In this context, the value of my ethnographic work is that 
it shows how KVN as a transnational organization and oral tradition operates—including and especially 
in places (like Ukraine) which owe nothing to Moscow. There are hundreds of KVN leagues and 
thousands of KVN competitors in Ukraine, as well as in other post-Soviet states and Israel. So casting 
the game as Kremlin-centered both misses the mark and dismisses the efforts of student comedians who 
use the forum to address issues of local concern, like the recent vKontakte and Yandex bans. One 
former competitor and KVN coach in Odessa told me, “I didn’t even read anything but the headline 
[about the NATO report]. It’s silliness. What, am I also a weapon of the Kremlin?” (interview with 

 Picture from BoredPanda, available at: http://www.boredpanda.com/lenin-darth-vader-monument-statue-wifi-odessa-4

alexander-milov/ 

 “‘Нас раскрыли!’: чистосердечные признания агентов КВН” [“‘They've discovered us!’: candid confessions of 5

KVN agents.”] Accessed May 1, 2017, http://kvn.ru/journal/14382?pb_traffic_source=vk. 
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author, May 22, 2017). When Ukrainian competitors joke about regaining Crimea, economic hardship, 
and war orphans, they are using humor to discuss local realities. The local realities that might be of 
most interest to policy makers include the following: 

• There are significant regional divisions in attitudes towards Russia 
• KVN is both a nexus of international exchange and further Russia-Ukraine division 
• People in Ukraine are increasingly informationally isolated from Russia 

 Ukraine is a country in flux. While people uniformly expressed support for the Ukrainian state 
(at least to me), they also voiced a variety of opinions about Russia and the Soviet Union. On one hand, 
Ukraine and Russia became separate nation states only twenty-six years ago, and those in older 
generations still view the region in terms of a Soviet social imaginary. On the other hand, many in 
Ukraine (especially western Ukraine) frame the last two hundred years of relations with Russia as 
continual imperialism (cf. Hillis, 199-200). In my conversations with people in Ukraine, I encountered 
a very broad range opinions about Russia, the war with Russia, and the future of Ukrainian-Russian 
relations. These don’t entirely track from east to west, but it is safe to say that there are more 
sympathetic attitudes toward Russia in Eastern Ukraine and Russian-speaking areas than there are in the 
East. One man in Odessa even told me, “I don’t think the sanctions [against Russia] accomplish 
anything. They just hurt everyone. They should remove those.” This is, I think, a not terribly popular 
opinion even in Odessa. But I mention it to highlight the fact that many Ukrainians feel little or no 
enmity towards Russia and Russians. A number of people I spoke with have relatives in Russia, as well, 
and a few were born and raised there. Last year the League of Laughter team Lukas dramatized the 
friction some now feel with family members in Russia, saying, ”A lot of Ukrainians probably have 
relatives in Russia. And our team thinks every family has had this kind of conversation on Skype.” After 
agreeing not to talk about politics—the two men on a Skype call immediately begin talking about 
politics. "What did you do last summer?" asks the Ukrainian. "Well we vacationed over at our place. 
Crimea," replies his Russian relative. The two start shouting, the Ukrainian insults Putin, and it ends  
with them singing their respective national anthems.   6

 “Наверняка, у многих украинцев есть родственники в России. И наше команде кажется, в каждом 6

семье, был имино такой разговор по Скайпу.” League of Laughter 2016, Second Festival, Part One. March 5, 
2016, Accessed June 2, 2016, https://www.youtube.com/watch? v=ctOhTmgC35I&list= PLP8qlV2aur Yqdhy 
XW9ErqUW9Fw9F_mheM&index=1 
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 The barriers between families on either side of the border have only increased since 2015. 
Now, in addition to blocked direct flights, Ukraine has banned the popular social networks vKontakte, 
Odnoklassniki (“Classmates”), the search engine Yandex, and the “mail.ru" email domain. Young 
people, in particular, used vKontakte to network with friends and with those in Russia who shared 
common interests—such as KVN. Ukrainian teams stopped competing in Russia in 2014. Today it is 
even more difficult for them to openly share opinions, information, and performance clips with 
KVNchiki in Russia.  7

 That said, a team from Moscow did travel to compete in the Odessa League of Laughter season. 
The team was talented, so they earned their spot. But the league editors viewed their inclusion as an 
explicit diplomatic olive branch—a way of saying that the Donbass conflict would not divide the KVN 
community. The team partnered with a Ukrainian-speaking coach from Western Ukraine, using the 
linguistic and political contrast this generated as comedic fodder. During editing sessions before the 
Odessa League of Laughter quarterfinals, the team complained that they had searched all over Odessa 
for a flag of the Banderovtsy for their skit. The Banderovtsy were a group of WWII-era Ukrainian 
nationalists led by Stepan Bandera. Flying the red and black Banderovtsy flag today often signifies 
antipathy towards Russia, not just Ukrainian patriotism. One of the Moscow team members exclaimed, 
“In Odessa you can’t buy a flag of the Banderovtsy!” A local league editor told him, “You’re in the 
wrong part of the country.” This exchange illustrates how much Odessa and Russian-speaking areas in 
the east differ from western Ukraine. The Moscow team, in fact, may not have even been welcome to 
compete in Lviv or Rivne. They earned sustained but stone-faced applause from Odessa audiences. 
Simultaneously overcoming and satirizing warfare makes up a serious night’s work. In Odessa people 
tend to separate Russians, as people, from the policies of the Russian government. This spectrum of 
sentiment is important to bear in mind when formulating policies for the region.  

 However, as soon as the vKontakte ban went into effect people began using Virtual Private Network (VPN) apps on 7

their phones to bypass ip address restrictions in Ukraine. Thus, most students I knew still used vKontatke. But official 
organizations, like League of Laughter, stopped using it. They either moved to Facebook or started using group texts.
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Co-Curricular Activity 

• I spoke with retired English language students at the Irkutsk Resource Center for Pensioners. 
November 2 & 9, 2016. 

• I taught supplementary English as a Second Language classes on a volunteer basis to philology 
students at Irkutsk State University. November-December 2016. 

• I attended a roundtable at Odessa National University on the use of technology in language learning, 
“Interactivity in the Language Classroom.” I spoke about the communicative approach in language 
learning pedagogy in the United States. Odessa, Ukraine, June 16, 2017. 

• I presented my research at a conference at Lazarski National University whose theme was “City, 
Community, and the Transformation of Space in Post-Eastern Bloc Societies.” My paper was titled, 
“After the Komsomol: Youth Comedy Competitions in Post-Soviet Russia and Ukraine.” Warsaw, 
Poland, June 24, 2017. 

Conclusions 

 Nearly ten years ago, Caroline Humphrey revised her classic Soviet-era ethnography, The Karl 
Marx Collective, under a new title: Marx Went Away—But Karl Stayed Behind. The book describes 
changes to collective farm life after socialism, but notes structural continuities, as well. At least in 1998, 
there were no good economic alternatives to collective farms in the rural areas she studied. In contrast, 
people have little monetary incentive to continue participating in KVN.  Students could spend their 8

time playing video games, watching the hundreds of (largely Western) cable channels that flood TV 
screens even in Irkutsk, or working at part-time jobs. Instead they devote dozens of hours a week to an 
intellectual comedy game. The Komsomol went away, but KVN stayed behind. Competitors play KVN 
(1) because they enjoy it and (2) because competing earns them social prestige. People like to laugh, 
almost universally. KVN games pull communities together in laughter in regular, predictable, and 
accessible ways. It is an activity firmly entrenched in the fabric of many post-socialist states, just as 
football is in the United States. It is an oral tradition and form of verbal art, like kabary in Madagascar 
or aitys in Kazakhstan. 
 Competing well also earns KVNchiki prestige, which includes the admiration of peers, attention 
from the opposite sex, and coursework allowances from professors. It is the continued significance of 
this prestige that links KVN to Soviet systems of value. With each rehearsal, in each editing session, in 
each performance, KVNchiki orient towards a moral framework that privileges the elements of 
kulturnost, the collective, and joyfulness—all in a non-profane, intentionally family-friendly style. It 
isn’t a given that KVN would remain popular. Stand-up comedy, with its individual format, reduced 
labor time, and license to make crude jokes, could have taken KVN’s place. That it hasn’t indicates that 
audiences and performers alike still prefer PG-rated, intellectual, joyful comedy—a format that hands 
out gifts spectators can take home with them. Humor in this context is a social donation, it is an ethics, 
and it is a statement about the kind of society participants want to build (one that is joyful, intellectual, 

 Some people, to be sure, hope KVN will help them launch careers in show business, either as performers or writers. At 8

a minimum, KVNchiki that end up on TV command higher rates as emcees at weddings and parties. (It is common to 
hire comedians for these events in Russia and Ukraine.) 
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and socially engaged). I witnessed roughly seven instances of malice on my short subway trip home 
from yoga today. It took effort for those people to break others down. It takes effort, too, to build people 
up, and this is what KVN advocates. 

Plans for Future Research 

 I would like to conduct postdoctoral work in both Ukraine and Russia on issues that lay beyond 
the scope of this project. In Ukraine I would like to delve more deeply into Ukrainian language KVN in 
the west of the country. Cities such as Lviv and Rivne have strong KVN communities with active 
participation on both the grade school and university levels, but most teams compete in Ukrainian. 
Additional research could investigate the political dimensions of Ukrainian language KVN, as well as 
yielding data about syntactic and structural differences between Ukrainian and Russian joke formation. 
 In the course of my research in Irkutsk I found that there is an extensive, well-organized system 
of KVN training in schools in non-urban villages in the Irkutsk region. They practice every day, the 
director of the program told me. These schools receive funding from the Russian ministry of culture, 
both for the activity itself and for travel related to regional and national KVN school-age competitions. 
This network of rural KVN participation, training, and competition exists independently from the 
university-based leagues in Irkutsk—they have no funding or personnel overlap. I would, thus, like to 
learn how (and why) the KVN tradition continues in these rural areas and explore how teachers 
integrate KVN into their pedagogical objectives. 

Presentations and Publications 

Presentations 

I am scheduled to present on this research at two conferences in the fall of 2017: 

(1) “‘To Grow as a Person’: Soviet Ideals in the (Post-) Soviet National Game,” America Anthropological 
Association Annual Meeting, November 2017 

(2) “Revolution as Ritual: Tradition and Commemoration in Irkutsk,” Legacy of the Russian Revolution 
 Conference, November 2017 

Publications 

An Anthropology News article that reports on local reactions to NATO’s StratCom Laughs publication, 
which described KVN as a weapon of Russian information warfare, was submitted in April 2017 and is 
due to come out in September 2017. The article is called, “StratCom Laughs: NATO and the 
Comedians.” 
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